PURPOSE
The purpose of this research is to furnish knowledge that can be used in the development of objective methods of analyzing and forecasting tropical weather and in understanding the dynamics of tropical weather phenomena.
It is planned that the objective techniques will be designed for electronic computation in order to gain speed and accuracy, and to reduce personnel requirements in an operational situation. The investigations are divided into the following tasks:
(1) Analyze the three-dimensional structure, the changes with time, the movement, and the surface weather, of more detailed discussion of these layer-averaged data and the general atmospheric motions and structure for this period will be deferred to the Final Report.
B.
Task 2
Stream-Function Routine
In the Second Quarterly Report the development of an objective method for computing a stream function (4) was discussed in some detail.
The technique used was to successively correct an initial guess (observed height data) in accordance with the equation 
The four relations for 1 = 1, 2, 3, 4 are then summed, giving
The quantity in brackets is a finite-difference expression for vorticity -5 -l (Table II) . The total magnitudes were 1.7 X 10-5 sec for vorticity,
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-5 -5 -l 0.9 X 10-5 sec-1 for divergence, and 1.2 -1.5 X 10-5 sec for deformation, the ratio of vorticity to divergence being 1.9.
During the quarter a preliminary experiment was carried out in the use of the streamfunction routine for computing a velocity potential, for the purpose of describing the divergent wind components. If wind 
The computer program used previously to obtain 4 can now be used to obtain the potential function X (with X constant over the field as a first guess 
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